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Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 2001. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
170 x 107 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Katharine Kerr has enchanted readers with
her magical Deverry and Westlands cycle, and now she brings to a breathtaking conclusion the epic
saga begun with The Red Wyvern and The Black Raven. The final chapter begins in the holy city as it
rises from the ashes of Deverry s long wars. Prince Maryn prepares to claim the high kingship, but
still the rebel Boar clan stands fast against him. And at court, his illicit passion for the young
dweomer apprentice, Lilli, threatens to revive a curse that only she -- at her own peril -- can lift. It is
a drama that will be played out centuries later in the city of Cerr Cawnen. Among the many who
take refuge in the lakeside citadel, nestled in a volcano s shadow, are a Westfolk band guided by the
elven enchantress Dallandra and protected by Rhodry Maelwaedd and his fiery guardian dragon.
Meanwhile, from the north come the savage Horsekin slavers, ancient foe of the Westfolk, now bent
on the domination of Cerr Cawnen. They are awaited by the...
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This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II

Extremely helpful to all type of folks. It is among the most awesome pdf i actually have study. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf
to discover.
-- Da ya na  Tur ner-- Da ya na  Tur ner
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